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Start   on   the   Lake   Matiri   Track,   gradually   climbing   to   the   natural   dam   blocking   the   Matiri   River   to   form   Lake   
Matiri.   Halfway   around   the   lake   is   the   eight-bunk   Lake   Matiri   Hut.     
The   track   now   climbs   steeply   for   around   four   hours   onto   the   Thousand   Acres   Plateau,   some   700m   above.     
On   the   plateau,   20min   walk   through   waist-high   tussock   leads   to   two-bunk   Poor   Pete’s   Hut.   
Next,   follow   the   poled   route   northwards,   over   a   series   of   rolling   ridges.   At   the   top   end   of   the   peneplain,   skirt   
The   Haystack,   an   imposing   landmark   on   the   skyline.   A   muddy   track   sidles   through   the   claustrophobic   forest   
and   a   gnarly   rock   step   requires   agility   to   climb.   Larrikin   Creek   Hut   should   be   reached   in   less   than   four   hours.   
This   four-bunker   is   nestled   into   a   copse   of   beech   trees,   approximately   halfway   between   the   Hundred   and   
Thousand   Acres   plateaux.     
Now   gain   the   tussock   terrace   above   the   hut   and   then   the   tussock   ribs   and   ball-bearing   scree   to   reach   the   main   
Haystack   ridgeline.   From   The   Haystack   (1526m),   descend   a   ridge   northwards   and   wade   through   waist-high   
scrub   along   the   undulating   spine   to   Pt1326.   Head   steeply   down   the   eastern   slopes,   through   tussock   and   
speargrass.   At   the   bottom   of   the   slope,   cross   a   stream   and   navigate   your   way   to   the   Matiri   Valley   Track.   It   will   
be   tough   travel   through   thick   bish   here,   taking   upwards   of   3hrs   to   reach   the   track.   
At   the   track,   head   north   to   make   your   way   to   Lake   Jeanette   and   on   to   Hurricane   Hut.     
The   track   now   climbs   to   Pt1442   on   the   Matiri   Range   and   then   peters   out.   Followed   a   compass   bearing   north   
along   the   tops   of   the   Matiri   Range,   aiming   for   Pt1398   where   there   is   a   tarn   offering   excellent   camping   because   
it’s   the   only   viable   water   source   on   the   whole   12km   route.     
The   range   takes   a   easterly   route   then   heads   north   again   to   eventually   Nugget   Knob   (1502m).   A   ridge   from   
here   heads   north-east   and   is   perhaps   the   most   technical   section   of   the   route.   A   short   dent   in   the   ridge   requires   
a   minor   scramble.     
A   bush   track   then   leads   to   Wangapeka   Saddle.   From   here,   it’s   an   easy   jaunt   to   Stone   Hut   to   end   a   10-12hr  
day   from   Hurricane   Hut.   
From   Stone   Hut,   the   M<t   Luna   Route   climbs   to   a   saddle   below   Mt   Luna.   Traverse   the   flanks   of   Pt1578   to   gain   
the   rocky   ridge   to   the   east   which   is   followed   to   a   bush   track   through   to   Kiwi   Saddle   Hut.     
From   here,   a   track   leads   to   the   Arthur   Range.   Head   in   a   north-easterly   direction   along   the   range   to   John   Reid   
Hut,   on   a   tussock   ledge   below.     
Finally,   Chummies   Spur   Track   is   descended   to   the   Wangapeka   River,   which   is   crossed   to   reach   the   road.     

  
  

Wild   File   
Access    Roys   Peak   Track   car   park,   Wanaka-Mount   Aspiring   Road   
Grade    Moderate   
Time    8-11hr   
Distance    23km   
Total   ascent    1970m   
Topo50   map    CB12   
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Disclaimer :   While   every   effort   has   been   made   to   map   this   route   correctly,    Wilderness    does   not   accept   responsibility   for   any   errors.   Users   should   plan   their   routes   and   gather   as   much   information   as   

possible   before   departing.   The   GPX   file   associated   with   this   route   has   been   drawn   using   Memory-Map   software,   version   6.   Use   descretion   when   following   the   route,   especially   when   no   
track   is   marked   on   the   map.    The   GPX   file   in   these   cases   are   a   ‘best   guess’   of   the   route   only.   Users   should   use   a   combination   of   GPS,   visual   observations,   maps   and   compass   to   find   
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